
SELF DRIVE THROUGH
THE FOREST
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Pack a picnic lunch and fuel up the car, as we are off on a
scenic drive through the jarrah forest and along the Collie
River. Starting west of Collie along Coalfields Hwy, take a left
turn onto Scenic Drive, where you will find stunning views of
the forest, river and some rapids. Continue on until you hit
Mungalup Road and turn right. Take a leisurely drive through
the forest to check out the biggest jarrah of them all, known
as the King Jarrah. Make a loop back to Falcon Road to then
start the next scenic route known as Lennard Drive, where
you will be driving deep within the valley, under the canopy of
the forest.
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Park up at the first destination along Lennard Drive called the
Rapids. Walk down a path just past the toilet block, this will
lead you to a little secluded picnic area under the trees. With
a few picnic tables dotted around, it's time to eat.

Looking to buy some takeaway picnic meals, Sizzles Deli at 39
Throssell Street will have you covered. Ph (08) 9734 2575
 
For maps and other information, contact Collie Visitor Centre
on (08) 9734 2051 or www.collierivervalley.com.au

Continue along Lennard Drive to the next destination which is
Big Rock. The water here pours over the huge granite floor
which rises up out of the water, creating peaceful pools. A
little further down the road, is Little Rock, it's quite similar to
Big Rock but the sloping granite banks are much gentler. Onto
the last destination along Lennard Drive, you will find the little
hidden oasis known as Long Pool, offering stunning views with
the still water showcasing beautiful reflections of the
surrounding peppermint trees. Finish the scenic drive off at
Honeymoon Pool, a shady campsite with river views, mossy
trees and plenty of fungi varieties to be found.

Head back into town to pick up some locally made wood fired
pizzas at the Steere Street Deli before heading back to your
chosen accommodation to enjoy and relax. 
Located at 178 Steere St Nth. Ph (08) 9734 5747


